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Digital Participation
Douglas White @DW_CarnegieUK

Digital skills are critical to wellbeing in 
the 21st century and we’re working with 
partners across the UK to embed digital 
inclusion across public policy.
 
Carnegie Library Lab
Jenny Peachey @JennyP_Carnegie

Our major three-year programme Carnegie 
Library Lab is promoting innovation and 
leadership in public libraries through 
a combination of funding, learning 
opportunities, mentoring and networking.

CILIP Carnegie Medal for 
Children’s Literature
Jenny Peachey @JennyP_Carnegie

The Medal, awarded annually to the writer 
of an outstanding book for children and 
young people, is the only children’s book 
award in the UK judged by librarians. In 
2015 the Medal was awarded to Tanya 
Landman for Buffalo Soldier.

Evidence Exchange
Tara Murphy @Tara_Carnegie

In partnership with the Alliance for Useful 
Evidence, Joseph Rowntree Foundation 
and Big Lottery Fund we are exploring how 
can we create UK social policy links and 
learn increasingly from the practice of our 
neighbours.  
 

Knowledge and Culture
Future of Libraries
Jenny Peachey @JennyP_Carnegie

We’re supporting the development of 
a National Strategy for Scottish Public 
Libraries and highlighting the role of 
libraries in supporting economic wellbeing.
 
Innovations in Nurture 
Education
Georgina Bowyer @george_bowyer 

We’re supporting a special school in 
Edinburgh with the design and fit of a 
purpose built kitchen facility to support 
their innovative nurture group.

InterAction
Tara Murphy @Tara_Carnegie

Our new InterAction project led by Carnegie 
Fellow Professor Mark Shucksmith is exploring 
how the third sector and academics can work 
together to influence policy and practice. 

#notwithoutme
Gina Wilson @Gina_Wilson_

We’re promoting digital inclusion and 
digital skills among vulnerable young 
people, testing innovative engagement 
techniques and supporting professionals to 
develop their practice.

Neighbourhood News
Douglas White @DW_CarnegieUK

Our Neighbourhood News initiative is 
supporting the development of hyperlocal 
media throughout the UK.



Affordable Credit
Douglas White @DW_CarnegieUK

Our Affordable Credit Working Group is taking 
on the wicked issue of how to deliver more 
affordable lending to those who most need it.

Community Shares Scotland
Jim Metcalfe @jim_metcalfe

This is a three-year accelerator programme, 
in partnership with Big Lottery Scotland 
and delivered through a consortium led by 
DTAS, to grow the social finance market and 
support sustainable local community projects 
across the country.

Enterprise All-In
Jim Metcalfe @jim_metcalfe

Our Enterprise All-In initiative is bringing 
together multi-age, multi-stage startup 
entrepreneurs in Wales, exploring the 
benefits of collaboration between startups 
at different business stages, from different 
sectors and backgrounds.

Enterprising Minds
Lauren Pennycook @LP_CarnegieUK

The Carnegie Position on Enterprise  
calls for a coordinated approach to delivering 
enterprise education and opportunities for 
young people to test out entrepreneurship.

Enterprising Borders
Lauren Pennycook @LP_CarnegieUK

We’re working with local and national 
partners to explore new innovations for skills 
and enterprise in the Scottish and English 
borders, creating opportunities for jobs and 
business creation.
 
Fairer Fife Commission
Lauren Pennycook @LP_CarnegieUK

Chaired by our Chief Executive Martyn Evans, 
the Fairer Fife Commission is seeking to 
understand the nature of poverty in Fife and 
how it can be tackled.

Measuring Wellbeing  
in Northern Ireland
Jennifer Wallace Jen_CarnegieUK

Our ground-breaking Roundtable of cross-
party and cross-sectoral stakeholders is 
aiming to put wellbeing at the heart of 
governance in Northern Ireland.

Measuring What Matters
Lauren Pennycook @LP_CarnegieUK

We’re working with the Scottish Government 
to engage with the public on wellbeing 
and ensure that the National Performance 
Framework reflects what matters to the 
people of Scotland.
 

People and Place

Enterprise and Society
TestTown 2015
Georgina Bowyer @george_bowyer  
 @TestTown_2015

In 2015 we’ll be supporting more towns 
across the UK and Ireland to hold events that 
support local start-ups – 10 towns will receive 
funding to run skills development activities for 
young entrepreneurs using the town centre, 
culminating in a National Final. 

Current 
Work
In 2015, the Trust 
remains focussed on 
the key objective of 
improving wellbeing 
in the UK and Ireland. 
We are now in the final 
year of our 2011 – 2015 
strategic plan, running 
policy and practice 
projects in the three 
thematic areas you 
find in the leaflet. As 
a modern operating 
trust, we have a role 
both to influence ideas 
and policy and also 
to be active in testing 
and delivering real-life 
solutions –  
all with the aim of 
improving people’s 
wellbeing. This leaflet 
provides an overview  
of our current projects – 
more information can  
be found on our website.

Chance to Thrive
Jennifer Wallace @Jen_CarnegieUK

We’re working with the Church of Scotland 
to evaluate this innovative regeneration 
and development programme, which 
is supporting eight communities in the 
poorest areas of Scotland.
 
Growing Livelihoods
Gina Wilson @Gina_Wilson_

Our Growing Livelihoods Partnership project 
is working to create livelihoods in smaller-
scale food growing for young people, those 
new to the sector or those seeking a new 
direction.

Islands croft housing project
Jim Metcalfe @jim_metcalfe

We are working with partners in the Hebrides 
to renovate derelict crofting cottages for low 
energy, affordable family housing.

The Impact of Welsh Towns
Gina Wilson @Gina_Wilson_

With the Centre for Local Economic Strategies, 
we are exploring the role of town communities 
in Welsh economic and social life.

The Enabling State
Jennifer Wallace @Jen_CarnegieUK

Our innovative programme on rethinking 
the relationship between citizens and 
the state.  Our Enabling State Challenge 
celebrates those translating the rhetoric 
into reality – showcasing the best practice 
in this emerging field.
 
The People Conversation
Tara Murphy @Tara_Carnegie

Working with The Wheel in the Republic 
of Ireland, The People’s Conversation will 
develop a new vision for citizenship, getting 
people talking, sharing insights, generating 
ideas and inspiring each other to action.

Understanding Scottish Places
Georgina Bowyer @george_bowyer 

We’re leading a consortium commissioned 
by the Scottish Government to create 
Understanding Scottish Places, a data platform 
for that allows people to compare and contrast 
information on nearly 500 Scottish towns.

Quality of Public Space
Douglas White @DW_CarnegieUK

We’re encouraging policymakers to 
recognise the importance of good  
quality public space to wellbeing –  
including community-led design and  
local environmental quality.

Call to Action for the  
Common Good
Jennifer Wallace @Jen_CarnegieUK

We are delighted to be working with the Call 
to Action for the Common Good on shaping 
a positive narrative about social change 
around the UK.

Carnegie Playing Fields
Douglas White @DW_CarnegieUK

We’re working with Fields in Trust to find and 
protect the 900 original Carnegie Playing 
Fields first established in the 1920s.


